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Description

CT Colonography Video Case Review captures interactive work station video reviews of 50 CTC clinical cases, presented and narrated by the major authorities in the field. The live workstation format of the videos enables users to view the 2D and 3D image display techniques for lesion detection and characterization across the major morphological types of colorectal lesions. The accompanying handbook includes key still images from the video cases and presents case information along with "take away" summaries.

Key Features:

- Videos highlight practical key teaching points of 2D and 3D image display techniques for lesion detection and characterization across multiple 3D vendors
- Captures the step-by-step process by which a radiologist performs a time efficient review to detect true positive and exclude false positive lesions
- Reviews the major morphological types of colorectal lesions, from simple to complex
- Covers a range of cases, from equivocal to definitive and across variable exam quality, encompassing all the challenges of clinical practice

This innovative video case review is a valuable resource for residents and practitioners in radiology using the minimally invasive CT colonography technology.